INTRODUCTION
============

The adenosine 5′-triphosphate (ATP)--dependent transport of Ca^2+^ ions across the sarco/endoplasmic reticulum (SR/ER) membrane restores cytoplasmic calcium levels following calcium signaling. This process is highly active in the termination of muscle contraction and is central to muscle and cardiac physiology ([@R1]), but also in, for example, secretory ([@R2]) and neuronal ([@R3]) tissues. The SR/ER Ca^2+^ adenosine triphosphatase (ATPase) (SERCA) traverses the SR/ER membrane and catalyzes the active cytoplasm-to-SR/ER transport of two Ca^2+^ ions ([@R4]). Disturbances in SERCA functionality, and hence Ca^2+^ homeostasis, can result in pathological muscle control, such as in heart disease, and perturbed secretory functions ([@R5]). ATP hydrolysis in the active site located within the cytoplasmic A (actuator), N (nucleotide-binding), and P (phosphorylation) domains and ion binding in the M (membrane) domain shuttle the protein between states of high (E1) and low (E2) ion affinities accompanied by an alternate access to the internal ion-binding sites ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Using inhibitors, ATP analogs, and metallofluorides, SERCA has been trapped and crystallized in intermediate states describing the reaction cycle at an atomistic level ([@R6], [@R7]). The obtained crystal structures show that Ca^2+^ transport is associated with extensive inter- and intradomain rearrangements that couple ATP hydrolysis to ion transport. However, crystal structures show only dynamics at a local spatial scale ([@R8], [@R9]), while large-scale dynamics cause electron density features to fade out, and in addition, key structural intermediates associated with the adenosine 5′-diphosphate (ADP) and Ca^2+^ release are missing ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Real-time monitoring of SERCA dynamics could possibly resolve transient structural states elusive to known trapping protocols and also answer the fundamental question to what extent the structural rearrangements determined by x-ray crystallography in detergent-lipid mixtures are preserved in the native membrane, which has a highly specific composition of lipids ([@R10]).

![Principal states involved in SERCA-mediated Ca^2+^ transport.\
(**A**) Reaction cycle schematic of principal SERCA states and crystal structures (PDB ID) used in the structural refinement. \[Ca~2~\]E1P-ADP and \[Ca~2~\]E1P:ADP are transition and covalent states of phosphorylation, \[Ca~2~\]E1P and \[Ca~2~\]E2P are ADP-free phosphorylated states, while E2P, E2-P, and E2:P~i~ refer to covalent states, hydrolysis transition states, and P~i~-bound states of the phosphoenzyme. (**B**) SERCA \[Ca~2~\]E1 (PDB ID: 2C9M) and (**C**) E2-P (PDB ID: 3N5K) crystal structures with N (red), P (blue), A (yellow), and M (gray) domains embedded into sarcoplasmic reticulum membrane mimics \[consisting of phosphatidylcholine (blue), phosphatidylethanolamine (red), phosphatidylserine (orange), phosphatidylinositol (green), and sphingomyelin (pink) lipids\] show the major conformational changes required to achieve the E1-to-E2 transition associated with Ca^2+^ transport.](aaz0981-F1){#F1}

Under normal physiological conditions, the transport cycle \[reviewed in ([@R7], [@R11])\] is initiated when the SERCA protein enables access by two Ca^2+^ ions and one ATP molecule to the binding sites in the M and N domains, respectively, thus forming a Ca^2+^-bound state with a closed cytoplasmic headpiece (\[Ca~2~\]E1ATP) ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The rearrangement of primarily the N domain to approach the P domain sets the stage for autophosphorylation of Asp^351^, which proceeds through transition (\[Ca~2~\]E1P-ADP) and covalent (\[Ca~2~\]E1P:ADP) states of phosphoenzyme formation. Structural rearrangements in the high-energy \[Ca~2~\]E1P-ADP state infer strain to the A domain, which thereby pulls transmembrane (TM) helices M1--M2 toward the cytoplasm to occlude the Ca^2+^ ions.

Crystal structures corresponding to Ca^2+^-bound E1 (\[Ca~2~\]E1) and Ca^2+^-occluded phosphorylated E1 (\[Ca~2~\]E1P-ADP) states have shown that ATP binding and phosphorylation are associated with large structural changes in the cytoplasmic domains going from an open and dynamic to a compact and stable arrangement ([@R6], [@R7]). However, the extent of this structural change has been debated. For instance, it has been suggested that the N domain flexibility is caused by the absence of ATP and therefore is independent of the rest of the protein and that the crystallized open \[Ca~2~\]E1 states represent just a few of the possible states in the presence of Ca^2+^ that might not be dominating, if at all present under physiological conditions with ATP highly abundant in the cytoplasm ([@R12]). Structures of a Ca^2+^-free E1 intermediate show a more compact arrangement with an open cytoplasmic pathway leading to the Ca^2+^-binding sites ([@R13], [@R14]).

The next structurally known reaction cycle intermediate is an outward-open E2P state trapped by BeF~3~^−^ that follows ADP dissociation to the cytoplasm ([@R6], [@R7]). In this state, structural rearrangements of the A domain have induced M1--M6 movements resulting in distorted Ca^2+^ sites exposed to the SR lumen to enable Ca^2+^ release. Hence, there is currently a gap in structural knowledge associated with the accessibility switch across the membrane. Structures of Ca^2+^-occluded \[Ca~2~\]E1P and \[Ca~2~\]E2P states associated with ADP release (at that stage ADP-sensitive) and initiation of calcium release to the SR lumen leading to the ADP-insensitive E2P state are so far unknown. These intermediates, however, have been observed from, e.g., biochemical ([@R15]) and fluorescence microscopy data ([@R16]). The remainder of the reaction cycle proceeds through E2 states associated with protonation by 2-3 H^+^ (E2-P) and dephosphorylation (E2:P~i~ and E2) that ultimately leads back to an E1 conformation and proton release to the cytoplasm.

The SERCA reaction cycle kinetics and dynamics are highly dependent on temperature and sample conditions. For example, time-resolved studies isolating partial reactions have suggested the rate-limiting steps in the SERCA reaction cycle to be the E1P--E2P transition ([@R17]) or the reformation of the E1 state after E2P dephosphorylation ([@R18]), i.e., the inward-outward or the outward-inward transitions relative to the membrane depending on the sample condition used. Hence, selecting experimental conditions that accumulate a rate-limiting state in the E1P--E2P transition could, in principle, enable structural methods that probe conformational change in real time to provide structural information on the elusive Ca^2+^-bound, phosphorylated intermediates, if triggered into a concerted activity. In addition, because rabbit fast-twitch skeletal muscle SR membranes are constituted by SERCA to \>90% of the total protein content ([@R19]), this characterization of protein dynamics can be performed directly in the native environment.

In early grazing x-ray incidence diffraction studies, laser-induced ATP release from caged ATP \[ATP γ-(1-\[2-nitrophenyl\]ethyl) ester\] was used to trigger synchronization of SERCA reaction cycles, which enabled detection of a reaction intermediate corresponding to a phosphorylated Ca^2+^-bound state within a single-cycle turnover ([@R20]). In the same study, a similar \[Ca~2~\]E1P state was observed to accumulate under steady-state conditions, which indicates that the E1P--E2P transition can be the rate-limiting step in the Ca^2+^ transport reaction cycle. However, lamellar diffraction experiments on partially dehydrated SR multilayers can only resolve profile differences perpendicular to the membrane normal, while solution-scattering studies in principle enable modeling of three-dimensional envelopes of protein structures.

The time-resolved x-ray solution scattering (TR-XSS) methodology can be used to characterize subtle structural dynamics in photoactive chemicals ([@R21]), protein dimerization ([@R22]), and for tracking of conformational changes of soluble proteins ([@R23]--[@R26]), as well as membrane proteins in detergent micelles ([@R8], [@R27]) and nanodiscs ([@R28]). A hybrid approach capable of resolving both local and global structural rearrangements has also been proposed ([@R29]). In these pump-and-probe experiments, a pump laser pulse is typically used to trigger the desired reaction followed by the x-ray probe pulse. Insertion devices at third-generation synchrotrons can deliver 10^10^ photons onto the sample in a \~100-ps single x-ray pulse ([@R30]). The intensity of the probe pulse can be boosted by selecting microsecond-long trains of single x-ray pulses. This enhances signal-to-noise and is suitable for tracking structural dynamics of complex biological macromolecules that typically react on the micro- to millisecond time scale.

In this work, we used the TR-XSS methodology to track SERCA structural dynamics between 20 μs and 200 ms following laser-induced photolysis of caged ATP, thereby covering both single-cycle and steady-state dynamics. The chosen experimental conditions were specific to a \[Ca~2~\]E1 starting state. Modeling of the TR-XSS prepulse state suggested a compact arrangement of the cytoplasmic domains in solution compared with \[Ca~2~\]E1 crystal structures. Kinetic analyses of the structural dynamics following photolysis of caged ATP were consistent with two transitions with rise times of a transient state at 1.5 ms (intermediate state) and buildup of a steady state at 13 ms (late state). The intermediate state showed domain rearrangements consistent with ATP binding and phosphorylation of an E1 state. The late state showed an extensive A domain rotation toward an E2P position, but with the P, N, and M domains remaining largely in the E1 locations. This conformation exposes the ADP-binding site. Hence, the TR-XSS model of the late state describes a hitherto unobserved structure that corresponds to an ADP-sensitive \[Ca~2~\]E1P state.

RESULTS
=======

Monitoring SERCA reaction dynamics in real time
-----------------------------------------------

To identify transient SERCA states, we tracked single-cycle dynamics and steady-state accumulation in the SERCA reaction cycle by monitoring x-ray scattering from 20 μs to 200 ms after laser photolysis of caged ATP. Difference spectra were obtained by subtracting a spectrum recorded 50 μs before the laser flash (fig. S1, A and B). The resulting difference data contained features originating from rearrangements involving secondary and tertiary structural elements as well as in the surrounding SR membrane. Negative and positive features at 0.04 and 0.09 Å^−1^, respectively, became discernable at 5 ms ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), which is in agreement with observed rates of ATP release from caged ATP ([@R31]). In addition, a negative feature was observed at 0.12 Å^−1^ and two weaker positive peaks at 0.16 and 0.22 Å^−1^, respectively (fig. S1B). The data did not differ notably after a time delay of 50 ms, which coincides with the reaction cycle duration under similar conditions ([@R32]), and indicate accumulation of a state with a rate-limiting decay for time delays \>50 ms. Addition of thapsigargin inhibitor, which traps the protein in the E2 state ([@R33]), completely eliminated difference intensities ([Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Monitoring SERCA structural changes and kinetics using TR-XSS.\
(**A**) Difference x-ray scattering data (black lines) obtained by subtracting dark references (−50 μs) from measurements recorded 20 μs to 200 ms after the laser trigger. The reconstituted data (red lines) resulting from linear combination of the basis spectra and corresponding population densities obtained from the kinetic model \[see (**C**) and (**D**)\] were aligned with the experimental difference scattering curves. (**B**) TR-XSS data for SERCA in the presence of the thapsigargin inhibitor. The *y* axis scale is identical to that in (A). (C) Time-independent basis spectra obtained from the spectral decomposition revealed three transient states: an early state (black), an intermediate state (red), and a late state (blue). (D) Temporal shifts in the population densities of the early (black), intermediate (red), and late (blue) transient states resulting from a global fit of the three basis spectra to the experimental data. The squares show optimal linear combinations at each individual time point.](aaz0981-F2){#F2}

The temporal development of transient states was best represented by a sequential three-state model (see Materials and Methods). Spectral decomposition extracted three time-independent basis spectra ([Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) with an early-to-intermediate state rise time of τ~1~ = 1.5 ms and an intermediate-to-late state transition of τ~2~ = 13 ms ([Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Because the early-state basis spectrum was noisy and occurred in the same temporal regime as photoactivation of the caged ATP, we only considered structural interpretation of the intermediate and late basis spectra. Formation of the intermediate state could possibly hold structural information of a transiently formed state during the first reaction cycle. The subsequent late state was defined by a basis spectrum with \~6.5× magnitude of the spectral features relative to the intermediate-state basis spectrum. Hence, we can expect more pronounced structural changes required to form the late state. In addition, while the intermediate state is represented by SERCA proteins in the very first round of reaction cycles, the late state contained time delays up to 200 ms and, hence, also measured steady-state formation accommodating subsequent reaction cycles, which further contributes to the increased magnitude of the late state. At a temperature of 294 K, the τ~2~ time scale corresponds to earlier observed rates of phosphorylation of the SERCA protein ([@R32], [@R34]), which is a relatively slow step that initiates the inward-to-outward (E1P to E2P) transition and Ca^2+^ transport across the SR membrane ([@R32]). A similar temporal evolution of states was also observed in an independent singular value decomposition (SVD) analysis of the time-resolved data that showed presence of a minor component at shorter time delays, followed by a gradual increase of a major component at longer time delays (fig. S1, D and E).

Comparison of TR-XSS transient states to crystal structure intermediates
------------------------------------------------------------------------

To characterize the identified transient states structurally, we first compared the experimental data to XSS difference curves obtained by subtracting scattering profiles calculated from crystal structures. Because the SERCA-containing membranes in our study were prepared at saturating levels of Ca^2+^ ions (see Materials and Methods) and since all the ATP in the sample was locked in photocages, the dominating prepulse state could be assumed to be represented by \[Ca~2~\]E1 structures. We also generated difference profiles using linear combinations of E1 and E2 states since small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) data using detergents with deuteration levels optimized to provide an invisible background in a calcium-free D~2~O buffer were shown to match best with a linear combination of Ca^2+^-free E1 and E2 SERCA states in solution ([@R35]). However, in no case were the linear combinations superior to the fits resulting from assuming \[Ca~2~\]E1 \[Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID: 2C9M\] as sole component in the prepulse solution (table S1), which also is consistent with the experimental conditions with excess Ca^2+^ to saturate the binding sites. Hence, difference XSS profiles were obtained by subtracting the calculated scattering from a Ca^2+^-bound E1 state (PDB ID: 2C9M) from scattering profiles calculated from each of the SERCA reaction cycle states: \[Ca~2~\]E1ATP (PDB ID: 3N8G), \[Ca~2~\]E1P-ADP (PDB ID: 1T5T), \[Ca~2~\]E1P:ADP (PDB ID: 3BA6), E2P (PDB ID: 3B9B), E2-P (PDB ID: 3N5K), E2:Pi (PDB ID: 3FGO), and E2 (PDB ID: 3NAL).

The calculated difference profiles for E1-state crystal structures were almost identical, which reflect their structural similarities after forming a compact arrangement of the cytoplasmic domains, while the corresponding calculated difference profiles for the E2 crystal structures showed more variation ([Fig. 3, A and B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). To quantify the agreement between the calculated and experimental difference XSS profiles, we calculated an R-factor, which is analogous to the standard R-factor in protein crystallography ([Eq. 6](#E6){ref-type="disp-formula"}; see Materials and Methods). A scale factor was used to bring experimental readouts to the same scale as calculated difference scattering profiles. Reflecting the larger magnitude of the late basis spectrum, this scale factor was \~6.5× larger for the intermediate basis spectrum. Since this scale factor stems not only from differences in structural change but also from the late state including time delays longer than a single reaction cycle and hence more protein molecules in the rate-limiting conformation, the intermediate- and late-state basis spectra were compared separately to the calculated difference profiles. Normal thermal fluctuations of the SERCA protein simulated at 294 K resulted in an R-factor of 0.1 (see Materials and Methods), which can be considered a minimum possible value or perfect fit to experimental data.

![Structural refinement of the intermediate and late basis spectra.\
Comparison of TR-XSS (**A**) intermediate and (**B**) late basis spectra to difference scattering profiles generated from subtracting calculated scattering of a \[Ca~2~\]E1 crystal structure (PDB ID: 2C9M) from each of the considered E1 (PDB IDs: 3N8G, 1T5T, and 3BA6) and E2 (PDB IDs: 3B9B, 3N5K, 3FGO, and 3NAL) state crystal structures. Simulated transition dynamics from a \[Ca~2~\]E1 crystal structure (PDB ID: 2C9M) to the target state (**C**) \[Ca~2~\]E1ATP (PDB ID: 3N8G) or the target state (**D**) E2-P (PDB ID: 3N5K). Plotted is the RMSD (red) to each target structure and the corresponding R-factor (black) with respect to the (C) intermediate and (D) late basis spectra. Simulation frames corresponding to the lowest R-factors are encircled (red). Improvements in the best fits to the (**E**) intermediate (with a 6.5× scale factor relative to the late basis spectrum) and (**F**) late basis spectra are shown for difference profiles calculated from crystal structures (black), transition simulation (red), and membrane simulation (magenta).](aaz0981-F3){#F3}

Comparing the late state to the crystal structure difference profiles yielded unsatisfactory R-factors of \~0.9 (table S2). The intermediate state, however, resulted in \~0.2 lower R-factors, which suggest that the domain arrangement in the intermediate state is more reminiscent of those observed in crystallography, while the domains in the late state are combined in a so-far unobserved arrangement. The features in the late-state TR-XSS spectrum not observed in the crystal structures were a pronounced **q** shift of the peak at 0.08 Å^−1^ and its relative size compared with the remaining features, and a feature at **q** \< 0.05 Å^−1^ ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

Simulation of transition dynamics
---------------------------------

To explore whether the transient TR-XSS intermediates could be explained by structural dynamics beyond the crystal lattices, we first simulated transition dynamics between crystal structures using targeted molecular dynamics (MD) simulations without lipids. Protein structures were extracted along the trajectories starting from a \[Ca~2~\]E1 state, represented by the 2C9M crystal structure, to each of the seven investigated crystal structure intermediates (fig. S1, F and G). Simulated transition structures toward E1 crystal structures showed R-factor drops from \~0.7 to \~0.5 when compared with the intermediate basis spectrum with root mean square deviations (RMSDs) \<5 Å toward the target structures ([Fig. 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and fig. S2). Comparing the E1 transitions to the late-state basis spectrum yielded higher R-factors, with the best R-factors occurring at transition RMSDs \>15 Å. We conclude that the intermediate state, but not the late state, can be explained by a closing movement of the cytoplasmic domains, which is the first major structural transition expected following photolysis of the caged ATP for SERCA binding. Reflected by the E1-state structural similarities, the three considered E1 structures resulted in almost identical R-factor scores (table S2). Because the \[Ca~2~\]E1ATP state is encountered first in the SERCA reaction cycle, we consider the structure producing the lowest R-factor in this transition as a candidate for further structural refinement of the intermediate state (encircled in [Fig. 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The agreement between the obtained TR-XSS spectra was improved with a reduction of the positive feature at 0.08 Å^−1^ relative to the negative feature at 0.15 Å^−1^, resulting in a reduction in the R-factor from 0.73 to 0.51 ([Fig. 3E](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Decomposition of reaction cycle dynamics into consecutive steps using known crystal structures results in peaks at 0.07 and 0.14 Å^−1^ in going from a \[Ca~2~\]E1 to a \[Ca~2~\]E1ATP state, which indicates that these features represent closure of the cytoplasmic domains upon ATP binding (fig. S3B).

The late-state basis spectrum agreed better with E2 transitions where the E2P (PDB ID: 3B9B, a BeF~3~ complex mimicking phosphorylation) and E2-P (PDB ID: 3N5K, an AlF~4~ complex mimicking dephosphorylation) states resulted in lower R-factors compared to the subsequent E2:P~i~ (PDB ID: 3FGO, a MgF~4~^2−^ complex) and E2 (PDB ID: 3NAL stabilized by a thapsigargin analog) states ([Fig. 3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and fig. S4). Minimum R-factors from both the E2P and E2-P transitions originated from protein structures in midtransition toward the target structures (RMSD \>7 Å). Major improvements originated from a feature at **q** \< 0.05 Å^−1^, which was not present in any of the difference profiles calculated from crystal structures using a \[Ca~2~\]E1 structure as a common prepulse state ([Fig. 3F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). However, comparison to x-ray scattering contributions from crystal structures at individual reaction cycle steps shows that transition to the E2P state as well as the dephosphorylation event are associated with features at **q** \< 0.05 Å^−1^ (fig. S3B). Hence, the late state could be best explained by previously elusive domain arrangements captured in the transition between the E1 and E2 states.

Simulating the native environment and domain localization in the prepulse \[Ca~2~\]E1 state
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Because SERCA functionality is dependent on the lipid environment ([@R36]), we inserted the best-fitting transition protein structures corresponding to the intermediate and late states, as well as a \[Ca~2~\]E1 (PDB ID: 2C9M) crystal structure representing a prepulse state, into membranes that were modeled according to the lipid contents of the SR membrane ([@R10]). In unrestrained MD simulations, the three SERCA structures sampled conformational dynamics solely restricted by the presence of the membrane. From each trajectory, 200 simulated structures were extracted. The intermediate/prepulse and late/prepulse structure pairs that matched best with the corresponding experimental data were identified from R-factor correlation matrices obtained from 40,000 difference scattering profiles generated by subtracting scattering intensities of simulated prepulse structures from those obtained from the intermediate- and late-state simulations. Local R-factor minima at different parts of the simulation trajectories corresponded to similar structural solutions, which illustrates the robustness of the refinement approach (fig. S5). Including a scattering contribution from the surrounding solvent and lipids did not alter the R-factor distribution between trajectories (fig. S6, A to C). Structure pairs resulting in the lowest R-factors were the same whether or not membrane scattering was included, which possibly can be explained by the large conformational changes in the protruding soluble domains of the SERCA protein dominating the difference scattering compared with structural changes in the membrane.

Difference spectra of simulated intermediate and late states showed better agreement to the time-resolved data when generated by subtraction of simulated \[Ca~2~\]E1 structures compared with the 2C9M crystal structure ([Fig. 3, E and F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, and table S2). Hence, the major population of structures in the prepulse state in solution is not well represented by the 2C9M crystal structure. The structures from the 2C9M simulation that resulted in the lowest R-factor for the intermediate and late TR-XSS states were overall similar (5 Å backbone RMSD) and showed relatively minor rearrangements of the M and P domains ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, fig. S5, D and E, and table S3). However, the positions of the A domain and, in particular, the N domain were shifted compared with the crystal structure. This rearrangement resulted in a more compact arrangement of the A and N domains, changing from a 45- to a 29-Å distance between Thr^171^ (domain A) and Lys^515^ (domain N).

![The refined TR-XSS models of prepulse, intermediate, and late states (N, A, P, and M domains colored as in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) are shown with the closest corresponding crystal structures (white) and formation rise times from the kinetic analysis.\
All protein structures were superimposed on the M7--M10 helices.](aaz0981-F4){#F4}

Structural interpretation of the intermediate- and late-state TR-XSS models
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

The MD-based refinement of the intermediate- and late-state TR-XSS models resulted in substantial reduction of the R-factors to 0.48 and 0.30, respectively, and the resulting structures are real-time representations of the SERCA protein in the native environment ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and table S2). The 1.5-ms intermediate state showed limited rearrangements of the P (RMSD, 5.8 ± 0.7 Å) and M (RMSD, 5.7 ± 0.1 Å) domains when compared with the \[Ca~2~\]E1ATP (PDB ID: 3N8G) crystal structure ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and table S3). However, the orientation of the A domain (RMSD, 11 ± 0.8 Å) in particular, but also the N-domain (RMSD, 6.9 ± 3 Å) differed compared with the crystal structure, which can be explained by their inherent flexibility in transition to the next states. Hence, the intermediate TR-XSS model with a 1.5-ms rise time represents an early Ca^2+^-bound E1 state where the cytoplasmic domains have closed around the ATP substrate with a slightly different orientation of the A and N domains compared with crystal structures.

Refinement of the 13-ms late state resulted in a structure in which the A domain showed no agreement to either E1/E1P- or E2P/E2-state crystal structures, while the N domain agreed better with an E1 orientation ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and table S3). The P and M domains did not show evident trends toward either state. The late state therefore captured SERCA subsequent to moving the A domain partially toward an E2P position but before any substantial movement of the N domain. The domain rearrangements in the late state were therefore considerably more pronounced compared with those in the intermediate state, which is contributing to the observed magnitude difference of the corresponding basis spectra ([Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). For structural comparison, the crystal structures most closely representing this part of the SERCA reaction cycle, \[Ca~2~\]E1P:ADP (PDB ID: 3BA6) and E2P (PDB ID: 3B9B), were superimposed onto the late-state TR-XSS model. The A domain in the TR-XSS model was located on a rotating axis in-between the \[Ca~2~\]E1P:ADP and E2P crystal structures ([Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The nucleotide-binding site in the cytoplasmic domains is open in the E2P crystal structure, while it is occluded in the \[Ca~2~\]E1P:ADP state ([@R37]) ([Fig. 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). However, the ADP-binding site appears exposed already in the late-state TR-XSS model ([Fig. 5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Compared with the \[Ca~2~\]E1P:ADP structure, the TR-XSS model showed a structural shift of the phosphorylated Asp^351^ and thereby a decrease in the distance to the Thr-Gly-Glu-Ser (TGES) motif from 28 to 18 Å, which is about halfway to the E2P-state position ([Fig. 5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The TM1--TM3 helices were somewhat shifted toward the corresponding E2P positions, but with calcium-coordinating residues in \[Ca~2~\]E1P-ADP configuration and the M domain completely closed to both sides of the membrane ([Fig. 5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, the late-state TR-XSS model likely represents an intermediate state of the \[Ca~2~\]E1P:ADP to E2P transition, which we assume to be the ADP-sensitive, calcium-occluded \[Ca~2~\]E1P state ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

![Real-time dynamics compared with known structural rearrangements.\
(**A**) Structural differences in the A domain between the late TR-XSS model (yellow), the \[Ca~2~\]E1:ADP (PDB ID: 3BA6; blue), and E2P (PDB ID: 3B9B; magenta) states. The N domain is colored red. (**B**) The \[Ca~2~\]E1:ADP state crystal structure (PDB ID: 3BA6) displays a closed A-N interface, while in the late-state TR-XSS model, in (**C**), the A domain (yellow) has moved relative the N domain (red) to expose the ADP-binding pocket (encircled). The truncated rest of the ATPase is shown in gray. (**D**) TGES motif and Asp351 dynamics in \[Ca~2~\]E1:ADP (PDB ID: 3BA6; cyan) and E2P (PDB ID: 3B9B; pink) (top), and \[Ca~2~\]E1:ADP (PDB ID: 3BA6; cyan) and late TR-XSS state (magenta) (bottom). (**E**) TM1--TM3 helices and A domains from \[Ca~2~\]E1:ADP (PDB ID: 3BA6), E2P (PDBID: 3B9B), and late state with color coding as in (A) and ion-binding residues from the late state. The truncated rest of the protein is shown as a transparent surface.](aaz0981-F5){#F5}

![Schematic comparison of the principal structural rearrangements in-between crystal structures and TR-XSS models.\
The prepulse state shows reduced opening of the cytoplasmic domains, the intermediate TR-XSS model is similar to a \[Ca~2~\]E1ATP state, and displacement of the A domain in the late TR-XSS model exposes the ADP site, but with the N domain not yet in a E2 position. Protein color coding is as in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, the ATP and ADP are displayed as four and three purple pentagons, the TGES motif is represented by a green rectangle, the phosphorylated aspartic acid is colored yellow, and the calcium ions are depicted as green circles.](aaz0981-F6){#F6}

DISCUSSION
==========

Membrane proteins carrying out active transport across lipid bilayers are critical to a wide range of cellular processes, such as generation of ion gradients. Because the membrane transporters generally are highly dynamic and show functional dependence on the surrounding membrane, efforts to identify the underlying molecular principles of function and disease should ideally monitor the transport reaction in a lipid environment at room temperature in real time. Given the complexity of the lipid environment and the micro to millisecond time scale on which membrane transporters operate, obtaining direct structural data poses a great challenge and has yet to be standardized. The TR-XSS methodology used in this work registers structural fingerprints in real time that combined with suitable structural refinement approaches can provide structural data of transient intermediates involved in, e.g., membrane transport, along with their kinetics. The structural refinement relies on existence of high-resolution structural data, and the TR-XSS methodology should therefore be viewed as a complementary technique in structural biology that is highly timely since it capitalizes on, e.g., recent developments in cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM).

In this work, we monitored transport dynamics in the SERCA protein following laser-induced access to ATP. The temporal evolution of the difference signals, the extracted rate constants associated with a transient intermediate state, and accumulation of a rate-limiting state are consistent with observed rates of phosphorylation and enzyme turnover ([@R32]). In the structural refinement procedure, we needed to model a prepulse state to obtain difference data. The chosen experimental conditions with excess Ca^2+^ to saturate SERCA ion-binding sites, but no available ATP, should be best described by a Ca^2+^-bound E1 state. However, structural features of the \[Ca~2~\]E1 state have been debated. Crystal structures of the \[Ca~2~\]E1 form (PDB ID: 2C9M or 1SU4) adopt an open conformation of the cytoplasmic domains ([@R38]) that is in stark contrast to the more compact arrangements found in structures of other SERCA states. Furthermore, the extensive structural rearrangements required for transitioning from open to compact arrangements of the soluble domains are not in agreement with Förster resonance energy transfer that showed no major distance changes in-between the N and P domains in the E1 and E2 states ([@R12]). The TR-XSS prepulse state model of a \[Ca~2~\]E1 state presented here showed a pronounced decrease in the N-A interdomain distance compared with \[Ca~2~\]E1 crystal structures ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), indicating a predominantly compact conformation of the cytoplasmic domains (see schematic in [Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). However, although the majority of the structural ensemble show a closed arrangement of the cytoplasmic domains, it is likely that more open conformations are also sampled, albeit more rarely ([@R11]).

Variations of the experimental conditions determine which SERCA state is accumulating at steady state. For instance, a \[Ca~2~\]E1P state was observed to dominate in the presence of KCl and high Ca^2+^ concentration ([@R39]--[@R41]). Also, using single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) microscopy, a Ca^2+^ ATPase from *Listeria monocytogenes* under saturating Ca^2+^ conditions was shown to exhibit a rate-limiting step of phosphorylation and exploit a short-lived calcium-occluded intermediate, which precedes an irreversible step associated with the release of Ca^2+^ ions ([@R16]). At similar saturating Ca^2+^ conditions, we obtain direct structural information of a state, where unbiased modeling suggests a position of the A domain, which is in-between crystal structures of the \[Ca~2~\]E1P-ADP and E2P states, but with the N and P domains still in E1 orientations. In the E2P state, the TGES motif in the A domain has restructured to shield the phosphorylated Asp^351^ from the cytoplasm, thus making the SERCA protein insensitive to possible ADP-induced reverse reactions. In the late TR-XSS conformation, the TGES motif in the A domain has begun its approach toward the phosphorylated Asp^351^ ([Fig. 5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), and the ADP-binding site is exposed to the cytoplasm and, hence, primed for ADP release. The refined late TR-XSS state (with a 13-ms rise time) might therefore represent the elusive ADP-sensitive \[Ca~2~\]E1P SERCA state, which upon ADP binding can reform ATP from \[Ca~2~\]E1P (see schematic in [Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The trigger releasing the observed dynamics is very likely the completion of the phosphorylation, which in effect breaks a tense configuration of the cytoplasmic domains. The single-molecular FRET studies of *Listeria* Ca^2+^-ATPase indicate that the protein undergoes very rapid, large-scale conformational changes once phosphorylation has occurred ([@R16]).

The emerging view that lipids are allosteric modulators of membrane protein function ([@R42]) calls for efforts in the structural biology field to monitor protein structure and dynamics in the native environment. These studies are often difficult due to the heterogeneity of proteins in the native membranes. The SR membrane constitutes an exception in that it contains \>90% SERCA proteins ([@R19]), enabling structural studies in the native environment. However, accounting for contributions from the surrounding lipid dynamics in TR-XSS experiments is extremely challenging, and no standardized methods currently exist ([@R8], [@R27], [@R28]). Because the SERCA cytoplasmic domains protrude substantially from the membrane and display highly dominant conformational changes, the contribution from the surrounding lipids was found to be negligible. To pave the way for characterization of less marked structural changes of proteins lacking protruding movable parts, strategies to deal with the scattering contribution from the surrounding lipids need to be developed.

Last, from a technical point of view, TR-XSS measurements of photoactive chemicals ([@R21]), photosensitive proteins ([@R8], [@R23]--[@R28]), and protein dimerization ([@R22]) paved the way for the data presented in this study. By using laser-induced activation of a caged compound to trigger the transport reaction, our developmental work has enabled extension of the TR-XSS method to include membrane proteins not inherently sensitive to light activation, which drastically increases the number of potential biological targets amenable to the TR-XSS method. In addition, the expected enhanced brilliance in, e.g., the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF)--Extremely Brilliant Source (EBS) (Grenoble, France) and MAX IV Laboratory (Lund, Sweden) synchrotrons will further improve signal-to-noise in TR-XSS experiments, thus easing the detection and characterization of transient intermediates in hitherto inaccessible temporal regimes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca^2+^ P-type ATPase preparation
-------------------------------------------------------

SR membranes from rabbit fast-twitch skeletal muscle were prepared according to ([@R43]) and suspended in buffer containing 150 mM MOPS KOH (pH 7.0), 150 mM KCl, and 75 μM CaCl~2~ followed by centrifugation at 140,000*g* for 40 min followed by resuspension in the same buffer with the addition of 5 mM MgCl~2~, 10 mM dithiotrietol, and 10 mM nitrophenyethyl ester (NPE) caged ATP (final concentrations) at a final concentration of 25 mg/ml SR membranes. To avoid disturbance of the native environment, we refrained from detergent extraction of the SERCA protein and, hence, maintained the 90% natural protein purity ([@R19]).

TR-XSS data collection
----------------------

The TR-XSS experiments were performed at the dedicated time-resolved beamline ID09 at the ESRF in Grenoble, France ([@R44]). Because ATP release is an irreversible reaction, purified and concentrated SR membranes containing SERCA were pumped at constant flow rate of 3 μl/min through a 300-μm quartz capillary (Hampton Research), thereby replenishing the sample for each pump-and-probe cycle. NPE-caged ATP in the sample was photolyzed by an Ekspla NT342B nanosecond laser at 355 nm. The laser beam was focused at the sample position in an elliptical 1 mm by 0.25 mm spot with a fluence of 1 mJ/mm^2^. The laser hit the capillary from the side with its long axis parallel to the x-ray beam (60 μm by 100 μm) incoming direction. The x-ray beam generated from an in-vacuum undulator had an energy bandwidth Δ*E*/*E* = 3% and a peak energy of 17.5 keV. The sample-to-detector distance was 400 mm, and a helium-filled conical chamber was placed in between the sample and the detector to reduce the background scattering from air. X-ray pulses with a 20-μs duration were isolated from the synchrotron in multibunch mode using a high-speed rotating chopper. The temperature in the experimental hutch was 294 K.

Each experiment generated data at one particular time delay between laser flash and x-ray pulse. A satisfactory signal-to-noise was achieved after measuring each time point \~1000 times. To avoid experimental drift in the measurements, time delays were recorded in a predefined order and interspersed with a negative time delay after three time delays: −50 μs, 20 μs, 10 ms, 100 ms, −50 μs, 5 ms, 1 ms, 20 ms, −50 μs, 50 ms, 2 ms, and 200 ms. Hence, the resulting time series was 20 μs, 1 ms, 2 ms, 5 ms, 10 ms, 20 ms, 50 ms, 100 ms, and 200 ms. The intensity of the scattered x-rays was recorded on a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera using 20-μs x-ray pulses, and 40 pulses were accumulated before each detector readout. The time series was repeated 27 times, and the difference scattering profiles are, hence, averages from 1080 measurements, which required a total amount of 20 mg of SR membranes. The experiments were performed with a 1-Hz repetition rate, ensuring that the sample was completely replenished in-between cycles. Because the obtained TR-XSS data also contain the solvent response to heating ([@R45]), these effects were removed according to a previous protocol ([@R23]) (fig. S1C). Control experiments of buffer or caged ATP in buffer showed no apparent difference intensities at 10 and 200 ms (fig. S6, D and E).

Data reduction
--------------

The recorded XSS images were azimuthally integrated to obtain radial intensity curves *S*(**q**, ∆*t*) as a function of the magnitude of the scattering vector **q** = 4πsinθ/λ, where 2θ is the angle of deflection, λ is the x-ray wavelength, and ∆*t* is the time delay between the photoactivating laser pulse and the x-ray probe pulse. To obtain the difference spectra, −50 μs "dark" references were subtracted from each spectrum after normalization in a **q** region of 2.0 to 2.1 Å^−1^, where minimal differences are expected. Difference data that diverged by more than 3.5 times the SD for the given time delay were considered as outliers and were excluded from further analysis. This resulted in at least 85% of the data for each time point being retained. Hence, the obtained difference scattering curves only contain signals from the structural rearrangements in the sample.

SVD analysis
------------

The TR-XSS dataset was arranged into an *m* × *n* matrix comprising difference scattering intensities recorded at 799 (*m*) **q** values and 9 (*n*) time points and decomposed using SVD according to the following equation$$\mathrm{\Delta}S(\mathbf{q},\mathrm{\Delta}t) = U(\mathbf{q})S_{v}V{(\mathrm{\Delta}t)}^{T}$$

Here, *U*(**q**) is an *m* × *m* matrix comprising the orthonormal basis spectra of the dataset ∆*S*. *S~v~* is an *m* × *n* diagonal matrix indicating the contributions of the basis spectra (singular values), and *V*(∆*t*) is an *n* × *n* matrix describing the time-dependent variation of the basis spectra. From this, the major signal-containing components in the dataset were determined. In agreement with the obtained SVD results that showed one dominating component (fig. S1, D and E), the peak amplitudes in the late basis spectrum were substantially larger compared with the early and intermediate spectra.

Spectral decomposition
----------------------

To characterize the transient intermediates over time, kinetic models with an increasing number of states were used to describe the TR-XSS difference spectra. The SERCA difference scattering data from 0 to 2.35 Å^−1^ were spectrally decomposed according to sequential kinetic models$$\text{Early}\overset{k_{1}}{\rightarrow}\text{Late}$$$$\text{Early}~\overset{k_{1}}{\rightarrow}~\text{Intermediate}~\overset{k_{2}}{\rightarrow}~\text{Late}$$where the rate constants correspond to the formation of transient states. The kinetic models assume irreversible steps and that the early states form concomitantly with the laser pulse. To obtain the time-independent basis spectra and rate constants associated with the formation of the transient structural intermediate states, we performed spectral decomposition with global fitting to the SERCA difference scattering data *S*(**q**, ∆*t*) according to$$~\mathrm{\Delta}S{(\mathbf{q},\mathrm{\Delta}t)}_{\text{theory}} = U_{\text{red}}(\mathbf{q})C(\mathrm{\Delta}t)~$$where *U*~red~(**q**) is a *m* × *k* matrix containing the first *k* components, and *C*(∆*t*) is a *k* × *n* matrix with the kinetic profiles for the *k* different transitions. The latter is given by the integrated rate equations$$\lbrack\text{early}\rbrack = e^{- k_{1}t}$$$$\lbrack\text{intermediate}\rbrack = \frac{k_{1}}{k_{2} - k_{1}}(e^{- k_{1}t} - e^{- k_{2}t})$$$$\lbrack\text{late}\rbrack = 1 + \lbrack(k_{1}*e^{- k_{2}t}) - (k_{2}*e^{- k_{1}t})\rbrack/(k_{2} - k_{1})$$

The rate constants were optimized by a global least squares refinement between the experimental and reconstituted data. To evaluate the agreement to the experimental data, linear combinations of the obtained basis spectra and corresponding population densities were fitted to the experimental difference data. The three-state model resulted in a better global least squares fit (*S* = 1.9 × 10^−6^; [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) compared with the modeling transition between two states (*S* = 2.9 × 10^−6^), or decay of a single state (*S* = 1.2 × 10^−5^). The resulting basis spectra were subjected to a 10-point smoothening, which avoided experimental noise.

Structural refinement
---------------------

Difference scattering curves were calculated using the software CRYSOL ([@R46]). Atomic and solvent-corrected difference profiles showed very similar features, but with solvent correction leading to slightly worse R-factors, which likely depends on that vesicles of intact SR membranes are not modeled well by assuming a water surrounding. Therefore, to avoid introducing an additional fitting parameter and possible overfitting to the experimental data, we used atomic scattering for comparisons that did not involve a membrane model. The SERCA crystal structure corresponding to a \[Ca~2~\]E1 state (PDB ID: 2C9M) represented the initial prepulse "ground" state. Eight crystal structures were chosen as representatives for the principal SERCA intermediate states. All structures were modified to contain only protein and the same number of amino acid residues. The resulting calculated difference scattering profiles were corrected for the use of polychromatic radiation by convolution with the measured undulator spectrum. An R-factor was defined to measure the agreement between difference XSS curves predicted from structural models and the experimental difference scattering data in the 0 \< **q** \< 0.6 Å^−1^ range$$~R = \frac{\Sigma\sqrt{{({\mathrm{\Delta}S}^{\text{theory}} - c*{\mathrm{\Delta}S}^{\text{experiment}})}^{2}}}{\sum\sqrt{{(c*{\mathrm{\Delta}S}^{\text{experiment}})}^{2}}}$$

Here, ∆*S*^experiment^ represents a difference XSS basis spectrum from the spectral decomposition of the experimental data, ∆*S*^theory^ represents a calculated difference XSS curve from a given structural model, and *c* is the scaling factor that is allowed to vary to enable comparison between detector readout and CRYSOL calculations. To benchmark thermal protein dynamics at room temperature (i.e., minimum R-factor), the target difference spectra were obtained from the first and last frames in a Targeted Molecular Dynamics (TMD) simulation. The 0.1 R-factor was calculated on the basis of the dynamics displayed after the full transition, i.e., when the protein is biased toward the target structure and, hence, explores dynamics without moving toward a different state.

Targeted MD simulations
-----------------------

A crystal structure corresponding to a \[Ca~2~\]E1 state (PDB ID: 2C9M) was centered in a simulation box with dimensions 200 Å by 200 Å by 200 Å and solvated by TIP3P waters using CHARMM-GUI ([@R47]) and relaxed in a 5000-step steepest descent energy minimization in the GROMACS 5.1.4 simulation package ([@R48]), followed by a short 25-ps constant number (N), volume (V), and temperature (T) (NVT) equilibration with a 1-fs timestep at a temperature of 303.15 K maintained by a Nose-Hoover temperature-coupling scheme ([@R49], [@R50]). Force field parameters were described by the CHARMM36 additive force field for proteins ([@R51]). In seven targeted MD simulations, the \[Ca~2~\]E1 state was driven toward each of the following states (and crystal structures): \[Ca~2~\]E1ATP (PDB ID: 3N8G), \[Ca~2~\]E1P-ADP (PDB ID: 1T5T), \[Ca~2~\]E1P:ADP (PDB ID: 3BA6), E2P (PDB ID: 3B9B), E2-P (PDB ID: 3N5K), E2:Pi (PDB ID: 3FGO), and E2 (PDB ID: 3NAL). The TMD simulations used the RMSD collective variable from Plugin for Molecular Dynamics (PLUMED) ([@R52]). The 10-ns trajectories used a Parrinello-Rahman pressure coupling ([@R53], [@R54]) and Nose-Hoover thermostat ([@R49], [@R50]). Protein coordinates were extracted every 100 ps, resulting in 100 structures per TMD trajectory and state. The calculated scattering from the \[Ca~2~\]E1 state was then subtracted from each of those obtained from 100 protein structures distributed evenly throughout the transition trajectories to produce 100 difference scattering profiles.

Membrane-embedded MD simulations
--------------------------------

The SR membrane containing 366 dimyristoylaminodeoxy phopshatidylcholine (DDPC), 138 palmitoyloleoyl phosphotidylethanolamine (POPE), 48 phosphatidylserine (POPS), 12 palmitoyloleoyl phosphotidylinositol (POPI), and 30 sphingomyelin (SM) lipids was created using the Membrane Builder ([@R55]) in CHARMM-GUI ([@R47]). The SERCA protein structures were inserted into the SR membrane model according to the Orientations of Protein in Membranes database ([@R56]). Force field parameters were described by a CHARMM36 additive force field for the protein ([@R51]) and lipids ([@R57]). Each simulation system was energy minimized with a 5000-step steepest descent method followed by gradually decreased restraints on protein and lipid heavy atoms for three consecutive 25-ps NVT simulations. In these simulations, a 1-fs timestep was used, and a temperature of 303.15 K was maintained using a Berendsen temperature-coupling scheme ([@R58]). This was followed by three consecutive 100-ps NPT simulations with further gradual release of heavy-atom restraints. In the last 100-ps simulation, the lipids were completely unrestrained and allowed to relax around the restrained protein. In these simulations, a 2-fs timestep was used, and the pressure was kept constant at one bar using a semi-isotropic Berendsen pressure barostat ([@R58]).

The protein conformations used in the structural refinement procedure were then produced in a 300-ns unrestrained simulation, one for each state. In these simulations, a 2-fs timestep was used, and the temperature was kept at 303.15 K with a Nose-Hoover thermostat ([@R49], [@R50]) and a Parrinello-Rahman semi-isotropic barostat ([@R53], [@R54]) was used to regulate pressure. A set of 200 protein structures were extracted from the unrestrained 2C9M (prepulse state) simulation and subtracted from each of the structures generated from the simulations of the transition models corresponding to intermediate and late states, respectively. The combination resulted in 40,000 difference profiles that were compared to the intermediate and late basis spectra.

Because SERCA transport structural dynamics are dominated by large conformational changes in the soluble domains protruding from the membrane, the influence from the surrounding lipids on the difference scattering should be negligible. To test whether including scattering cross-terms to the surrounding lipids and excluded solvent could alter the structural interpretation, we simulated disorder from a single SR membrane patch by calculating difference scattering dS (**q**) profiles including a 200-Å^2^ Debye-Waller B factor as previously described ([@R27], [@R59]).

Statistical analysis
--------------------

To estimate errors when describing localization of the cytoplasmic domains, we selected 10 prepulse, intermediate, and late-state structures from the membrane simulation trajectories that scored best in terms of R-factor to the experimental intermediate and late basis spectra. The R-factors were within 0.05 from the best fit. The RMSDs of the A, P, N, and M domains were calculated with respect to those of the representative crystal structures of \[Ca~2~\]E1, \[Ca~2~\]E1P:ADP, E2P, and E2-P states (PDB IDs: 2C9M, 3BA6, 3B9B, and 3N5K). The means and SDs of the calculated domain RMSD for the 10 pairs are reported in table S3.
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